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1. Project objectives  

Is the project on track to meet its objectives? 
Have the objectives been changed as a result of the experience of working on your MMCDG                
project? 

(1) Our first objective is to produce a new micro-module to help students improve              

their skills on identifying rocks and minerals by means of multi-media tools. All             

activities conducted, as well as the current outcomes, strictly meet this objective. We             

have produced and enriched “Rocks and Minerals Galley” serving as a database            

that contains high quality photos of the rock and mineral samples in our unit’s              

laboratory Science Center 331, with annotation. This digital resource is very much            

more approachable for students than those physical ones in the laboratory, and can             

be easily accessed by visiting the website:       

https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home/rocks-minerals. In addition, two “KEEP     

courses Petrology and Volcanoes”    

(https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home/keep-courses) have been created and are      
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available for students to play a mini game, answer questions about rocks and             

minerals and understand related topics. A free online app Kahoot and Flipped            

Classroom with questions about volcanoes was used as a learning game for            

students in ESSC2010, followed by a case study of Mt. Aso. The gallery, the KEEP               

courses, the Kahoot mini game and the Flipped Classroom serve as a            

supplementary e-learning materials for students studying the programme courses         

ESSC1000, ESSC2010 and ESSC2110 as planned. Students enrolling in courses          

ESSC2120, ESSC3100, ESSC3110, ESSC4120 and ESSC4130 can also benefit         

from the materials. The KEEP courses “Petrology” and “Volcanoes, the Kahoot mini            

game and the Flipped Classroom are additional outcomes after the “Rocks and            

Minerals Gallery”. 

(b) The second objective is to greatly extend our Earth System Science classroom             

teaching through virtual geological field trips. Educational videos have been shot to            

help students better understand the topic of Geology in Hong Kong and Taiwan.             

After interim evaluation in October 2017, we realized (1) the difficulties in knowledge             

difference between our unit and the outside shooting and animation company, and            

(2) richer Taiwan geological contents than we expected. We decided to change our             

plan a bit by reducing local field shooting and animation but spending more time to               

edit the Taiwan geological contents. Currently, we have produced a total of 32 local              

geological videos and 18 Taiwan geological videos (each of 1-4 minutes long).            

The change does not only meet the second objective (producing five episodes of             

Hong Kong Geological Virtual Field Trip), but it also additionally develops a greater             

variety of the contents in Taiwan Geological Virtual Field Trips. At the same time, as               

more student helpers are involved in the field shooting and production, this enhance             

their self-learning ability. Furthermore, we have also provided an engaging way to            

get students feedback. A KEEP course “Hong Kong Geology” has been launched            

and incorporated into a junior course ESSC1000. With this platform, we designed            

various forms of questions. It is also expected to collect some data about students’              

performance from KEEP for our future pedagogical research. 
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2. Process, outcomes or deliverables  

Please specify the number of micro modules produced, and the course(s) (with course codes              
and titles) that have used the micro modules in Part IV, and provide more detailed               
descriptions here. Must specify duration of each micro-modules (in terms of students online             
contact hours), total duration time of all deliverables and style. (With reference to the              
“Summary of video presentation styles” developed by CLEAR) 
Has the nature of the deliverables been changed?  
Have you adjusted your timeline? 
Overall, was the project completed satisfactorily? 
 
A new platform (https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home) with all of our e-learning         
products to promote ESSC has been generated. All the materials are reorganized            
and grouped into FOUR major categories with different means of activities carried            
out. So as to promote ESSC and science for the public, it is defined as a resource                 
pool, in which data can be used for CUHK Open Day, Information Day, school talks,               
school visits, summer courses and other outreach materials for high schools and the             
public. Rocks and Minerals Gallery, Virtual Geological Field Trips (Hong Kong and            
Taiwan) and KEEP courses Petrology and Geology are partly supported by this fund. 
 
 
Micro-Module (1) : Rocks and Minerals Gallery [Link] 
Large number of high quality photos/micrographs has been taken for hand           
specimens (using Canon PowerShot SX60 HS) and thin sections (using the Nikon            
H550S and camera system) of the rock samples in our lab. 244 photos were              
selected and annotations are added to generate an online database for various            
courses. It is also an important resource pool for developing other online earth             
science courses for blended learning. Below shows detailed activities for the           
production: 
 
(1) High resolution photos have been taken for each of our rocks and minerals              
samples, including three main types of rocks (igneous rock, metamorphic rock and            
sedimentary rock) and two main types of minerals (transparent mineral and metallic            
mineral). Detailed annotation for each rock photo has been added mainly based on             
the reference book “A Dictionary of Geology and Earth Sciences (4 ed.), Oxford             
University Press”. 
 
(2) In addition to the digitalisation of hand specimen, typical micrographs have been             
taken using the petrographic microscope and the camera system for each of our             
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petrographic thin sections. Micrographs can clearly show the physical characters of           
the common rock-forming minerals under PPL (plane polarised light) and XPL           
(cross-polarised light). Besides, these micrographs could also help students better          
understand rocks textures from the microscopic aspect, such as the differences           
among the phaneritic, aphanitic, and porphyritic textures of igneous rocks; the           
forming of foliated textures of the metamorphic rocks, etc. Both the sample photos             
and the thin section micrographs have played an important role in our digital             
resource pool. Detailed annotation for each micrograph has been added based on            
the work of our student helpers. 
 
(3) A website to integrate all digital resources from our unit has been built, where the                
Rocks and Minerals Gallery and the Minerals in Thin Sections are two important             
components. The mouse-over function, which is easy-to-use, free and stable, is           
used to showcase our sample photos and thin section micrographs, which are            
carefully arranged in order to assist the syllabus of the petrology course. Students             
now can use the 24/7 self-service online to approach those limited resource in the              
lab no matter where they are.  
 
(4) The successful development of the digital resource cannot be achieved without            
our student helpers team. A team of 10 senior students who have taken the              
petrology course (ESSC4120) worked for this micro-module for three months. They           
had extra time, compared with other peers, to work with rocks, minerals and             
microscopes. Adept skills in identifying rocks and minerals are required, therefore,           
regular discussions between student helpers and teaching or teaching supportive          
staff were spontaneously encouraged.  
 
Module Summary 
Products Produced :  

(1) high resolution rock samples photos with detailed annotation 
(2) micrographs of petrographic thin sections with detailed annotation 
(3) Webpage: Rocks and Minerals Gallery[link] 

Total Estimated Duration Time : 4 Lab sessions involved (already tried) 
(Self-paced study for afterclass review)  

Video Presentation Styles : N/A (Photos are produced here)  
Course(s) involved*: ESSC1000, ESSC2010, ESSC2120, ESSC3100,    

ESSC3110, ESSC4120 and ESSC4130 
Note: Students of * can view the materials of related topics anytime after the class. 
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Here is an example of the high resolution photos: 

 
  
Here is an example of thin section micrographs (please note the mouse-over function): 
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Micro-Module (2) : Virtual Geological Field Trip (Hong Kong) [Link] 
Three whole-day pre-filming field investigations and two whole-day field shootings          
were conducted. Six sites were studied, including Po Toi Island, Bluff Head, Tung             
Ping Chau, High Island, Lai Chi Chong, Ma Shi Chau, but only the first five (Po Toi                 
Island, Bluff Head, Tung Ping Chau, High Island, Lai Chi Chong) were suitable and              
selected to be the filming locations. Together with the existing materials, the newly             
shot materials were edited with footages to produce a total of 32 videos, each of 1-3                
minutes long. They are used as pre-trip tutorials for various courses. Large number             
of photos with geological features was taken as teaching materials.  
 
Module Summary 
Products Produced : 32 videos 
Total Estimated Duration Time : 48 mins in total 
Video Presentation Styles : Introduction videos of geological features 
Course(s) involved*: ESSC1000, ESSC2010 and ESSC3100 
Note: Students of * can view the materials of related topics anytime after the class. 
 
Virtual Geological Field Trip – Hong Kong:  
Five field study videos about Po Toi Island, Bluff Head, Tung Ping Chau, High Island, 
Lai Chi Chong: 
 
Po Toi Island: 
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Bluff Head: 

 
Tung Ping Chau: 
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High Island: 

 
Lai Chi Chong: 
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Micro-Module (3) : Virtual Geological Field Trip (Taiwan) [Link] 
The videos are showing geological features running through Taiwan from the south            
to the north, including Hengchun, Liji Badland, Taitung, Ruisui, Hualian, Taroko,           
Hehuanshan, Jinguashi and Yehliu. All these 18 videos, each with 1-4 minutes, will             
be used as teaching materials in pre-trip lectures of ESSC2120, with explanation            
from the teacher in the class. 
Note: Further edition of those videos with annotation are suggested for future            
self-study tutorials. 
 
Module Summary 
Products Produced : 18 videos (class explanation needed) 
Total Estimated Duration Time : 24 minutes 
Video Presentation Styles : Introduction videos of Taiwan geology 
Course(s) involved : ESSC2120 
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Micro-Module (4) : KEEP courses [Link] 
Three KEEP courses are developed: 

 
 
(1) Petrology 
This private online course is aimed to provide supplementary material for curriculum            
senior course ESSC4120. Introduction of world’s geological features and short          
questions are designed to assist students for better understanding petrological          
knowledge, as well as to master the critical geological skills, such as to distinguish              
minerals in thin sections and to identify rocks in hand specimen. Students can study              
“Rocks & Minerals Gallery” at the same time to enhance the knowledge and skills.  
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Introduction of world’s geological features: 
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An example of short questions: 
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Module Summary 
Products Produced : KEEP course 
Total Estimated Duration Time**: N/A 
Video Presentation Styles: N/A 
Course(s) involved: ESSC4120 
Note: 
**Students enrolled in the course ESSC4120 can read the materials and answer the             
questions to self-learn. 
 
 
(2) Volcanoes 
It is a micro-module is developed on the KEEP platform and released as a private               
online course to supplement the curriculum course ESSC1000 and ESSC2010. A           
mini game and multiple choice questions are designed to test students’           
understanding of the topic. 
Additionally, a free online app Kahoot and Flipped Classroom with questions about            
volcanoes were used as a learning game for students in ESSC2010, followed by a              
case study of Mt. Aso. 
 
KEEP course Volcanoes:
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Mini-game: 

 
 
Multiple-choice questions: 
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Case study: 
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Module Summary 
Products Produced : KEEP course 
Total Estimated Duration Time**: N/A 
Video Presentation Styles: N/A 
Course(s) involved : ESSC2010 
Note: 
**Students enrolled in the course ESSC2010 can read the materials and answer the             
questions to self-learn. 
 
Additional outcomes with the KEEP course Volcanoes: 
(1) Kahoot QnA mini game: 
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(2) Flipped Classroom: 
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(3) Hong Kong Geology 
This course is an extra course designed for students to learn typical geological             
phenomenon in Hong Kong. A number of locations are introduced, including the            
Bluff Head, Po Toi Island, Tung Ping Chau, High Island and Lai Chi Chong. The               
format is to watch the geological field trip videos and answer questions.            
Students in ESSC1000, ESSC2010 and ESSC3100 are able to access the           
materials and get themselves prepared for corresponding field studies. 
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Short questions:

 
Module Summary 
Products Produced : KEEP courses 
Total Estimated Duration Time**: N/A 
Video Presentation Styles: N/A 
Course(s) involved : ESSC1000, ESSC2010 and ESSC3100 
Note: 
**Students enrolled in the courses can read the materials and answer the questions             
to self-learn. 
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3. Evaluation Plan  

Have you altered your evaluation plans? 
What monitoring data did you collect? 
Does your evaluation indicate that you have achieved your objectives? 
The project is regarded as an effective mean for students to understand the Earth’s              
systems. Below are the evaluation plans and the respective data: 
 
(1) Surveys of students using the micro-modules and student helpers 

(a) As the student helpers are some of the students studying ESSC, we modify             
the evaluation plan and conduct a survey getting feedbacks from student           
users and student helpers. The survey has been sent to all ESSC students             
using the “geological field trips” but only 18 feedbacks are obtained           
(attachment “SurveyontheVirtualGeologicalFieldTrip.xls”). According to the     
survey, most of the students agree that the teaching videos are helpful with             
clear explanation. Some think that the duration for each episode is alight but             
some suggested longer ones. Some would like to help more for the            
production so that they could learn from the process. 

(b) The KEEP course “Volcano, Kahoot and Flipped Classroom, together with          
class discussion help students to understand volcanoes.       
“SurveyonFlipped-ClassroomTeachingandLearning.xls” shows the survey    
summary of the mentioned e-learning means. Most of the students are           
satisfied with the learning format. The whole learning set is informative, clear            
and interacts with students. Students are active in the classroom for the            
games and discussion. 

 
(2) Number of views: 

The teaching videos have records of over 1360 for geological field trips. 
 

(3) Teachers’ reflections: 
Two teachers Prof LIU Lin and Dr. TAM Pui Yuk are using the micro-modules              
for 8 courses in ESSC. When comparing with the traditional classroom           
teaching and field study, both of them agree that the micro-modules shorten            
the time for pre-class / pre-trip tutorials. Student have greater motivation to            
read the materials as these materials help them to prepare for the class             
discussion and field assignments that were handed in right after the field            
study. When students have any questions after class or field study, they can             
access to the materials anytime to review and revise them to prepare for the              
examination. In traditional learning, students who are interested in practising          
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the skills in identifying rocks and minerals can borrow real rock and mineral             
samples in the laboratory. The “Rocks and Minerals Gallery” serves as the            
digital laboratory for the students, providing descriptions and real images of           
the same collections in the laboratory. Thus, the gallery is a study guide and              
reference for self-learning. The gallery and the teaching videos are not only            
limited to teaching, they can also be used in Open Day, Summer Workshop             
and high school talks to promote ESSC and science for the public. 

 

4. Dissemination, diffusion and impact  

Please provide examples of dissemination: website, presentations in workshops or          
conferences, or publications.  
Please provide examples of diffusion: how the project results/process/outcomes/deliverables         
have been used in your unit and other parts of CUHK or other institutions?  
Please provide examples of impact: how the project results (micro modules) can be adapted              
to other disciplines. 
Dissemination: 
To enhance e-learning practise, we join 2 major events to share and learn more              
about e-learning in different institutes: 
(1) A 10-minute talk to share our project outcomes during a sharing session with              
EdUHK and HKBU 
(2) Two abstracts submitted to EXPO 2017 to share our project outcomes and             
eLearning strategies: 

A. “E-learning approach of Earth’s System Science” (posters expo 2017         
elearning approaches.pdf) 

B. “Using YouTube Analytics to enhance the video teaching effectiveness – a           
case study of ESSC educational videos” (posters expo 2017 - youtube           
analysis.pdf) 

 
The outcomes can be used in the following areas: 

● The e-learning products can continuously be used in our Programme,          
applying in the various of courses. 

● These materials can be modified and released for high schools, the general            
public and in different occasions like CUHK Open Day, summer programmes           
and shared among universities. 

● Possible cooperation with local educational units like Hong Kong Science          
Museum, and Hong Kong Observatory is suggested with the e-learning          
materials. 
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● There is also possible collaboration with other institutes aboard to share the            
learning materials. In return, Hong Kong students can access related          
materials in partner units. Science learning can be in a greater variety. 

 
Future plan for the micro-modules: 

● E-learning is a definitely a future learning trend and these materials serve as             
useful items in our future teaching in the programme. 

● Students are invited to produce new teaching materials based on the current            
ones. They can make those materials more suitable and up-to-date under the            
supervision of teaching staff. 

● Self-learn with the current materials may not be limited to CUHK students, but             
it also applies in high school students. 

● Students may make use of the materials to further develop their teaching            
career (if they plan to work in educational field). 

● As a basic ground, the materials could help students to think of other creative              
means to deliver science knowledge and promote science. 

 
 
PART II  
Financial data 

Funds available: 

Funds awarded from MMCDG $ 99,780 

Funds secured from other sources $ 0 
(please specify )   

   

Total: $ 99,780 

 
Expenditure: 
 
Item Budget as per 

application 
Expenditure Balance 

Teaching assistant  71,366.3 71,366.3 28413.70 
Student helpers1 4400 17007.38 11406.32 
Equipment2 - iMac  9,988 11,498 -91.68 
Field study and transportation3 11,025.7 0 -91.68 
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PowToon Educational Plan - 
Classroom ELITE annual 
subscription4 

3000 0 -91.68 

Total: 99780 99871.68 -91.68 
Note: 
1 More student helpers are needed for field investigation, shooting and editing the 
materials, thus more budget has been allocated for the student helpers. 
2 A more advanced iMac was purchased to have better functions for the editing 
tasks. 
3 As mentioned in our plan, preliminary study was needed for safety and selection of 
micro-module materials. After pre-trip examination, we decided to revisit some 
previous destinations and got more rich geological contents. Thus, very little amount 
of public transport fee was needed and we decided not to include in the expense. 
4 As we have a free website WIX for our micro-modules in which materials are 
categorized into educational videos, KEEP courses and Flipped Classroom. The 
budget for Classroom ELITE annual subscription can be free for other uses. 
 
 
PART III  
Lessons learnt from the project 

Please describe your way forward. 
Please describe any of the following item(s) accordingly: 
● Key success factors, if any 
● Difficulties encountered and remedial actions taken, if any 
● The role of other units in providing support, if any 
● Suggestions to CUHK, if any 

o Example: what should be done differently?  
 
Generating the micro-modules is a new attempt in the teaching field and this is a               
great chance for me to review the means in sharing knowledge with students. Setting              
the teaching materials for classroom teaching and field study is not hard, but             
ensuring students learning effectively and efficiently is not easy. Students nowadays           
are busy in different commitments, some may need more time to digest all materials              
in addition to classroom teaching and field study, while some prefer to have their              
own study schedules and styles. Uploading all these interactive micro-modules to a            
platform could enhance students’ learning outside fixed schedules. For instance,          
students could exercise their rocks and minerals identification skills which need more            
practise, according to their schedules. There is no limitation for them to access the              
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materials. Together with the “Rocks and Minerals Gallery” as the teaching guide,            
students can gain more hands-on experience of the skills when they visit the             
laboratory. 
 
Our senior students are getting prepared to enter the society. Some of them have              
their thoughts about an effective way of learning and are willing to share their ideas.               
As a teacher, I have to be open-minded and trust students’ ability in suggesting a               
better teaching way. Student helpers, as well as the teaching assistant, are            
definitely a strong manpower to the production. They are not just mechanically            
helping field shooting, taking photos, editing videos and creating KEEP courses and            
Flipped Classroom, they provide very useful suggestions to revise the materials           
again and again. Besides, student helpers performed better in their classes as they             
spent more time in learning while revising materials for the micro-modules. 
 
 
There are four major obstacles we encounter during the production: 

(1) It was planned to use a software, PowToon, proposed in our project            

application to make animations to help students study rocks and minerals.           

After a trial, we discussed not to use it at the moment. The reason is that the                 

completed animation file couldn’t integrate the sample image of the best           

resolution. Therefore, we decided to replace the animation with the best           

quality sample photo directly with detailed annotation to emphasize the          

fundamental knowledge. The budget previously for the software purchase has          

been reallocated to the recruitment of more student helpers to work on the             

samples annotation. 

(2) It was planned that animations to simulate the geological process will be used             

in each video and the work was allocated to our contract company (Hong             

Kong Discovery). Due to lack of geological background and slow pace of            

editing of this company, the final products provided are less geologically           

accurate. Therefore, we decided to: 

a. slightly reduce the amount of animations in the video so as to buy more              

time from our student helpers to make the animations correct; 

b. replace some animations with other means, such as experiments and          

sketches, so as to guarantee the video’s quality; 

c. recruit more student helpers to work on the project, especially for the            
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field shooting and video editing. 

(3) The geological materials of Taiwan shooting are much richer than we           

expected. We believed that these materials are not only different from those in             

Hong Kong, but they are also more valuable to be used in the micro-modules.              

The time needed for editing these materials would be much longer than we             

planned. Thus, we decided to reduce the number of local field shooting but             

spend more time on the edition of this part. An increase number of student              

helpers are expected. 

(4) One shooting of local geological features of an area may not be done in one               

day. It is because changing/bad weather and sea conditions could greatly           

affect the safety and the video quality. Thus, pre-trip study is needed to             

ensure the safety and back-up plan for the field shooting. Due to safety             

concern and more time for Taiwan materials editing, originally planned five           

local field shooting will be reduced to two local field shooting. 

There is no doubt that the project enrich my teaching experience and has driven me               
to be more passionate in various means of teaching. Since the project also provides              
an opportunity for students to self-learn, I would suggest a 2-year funding with more              
budget. I believe this will produce higher quality micromodules, as well as promoting             
science. Students and general public could benefit from the resources. 
 
PART IV  
Information for public access 

Summary information and brief write-ups of individual projects will be uploaded to a             
publicly accessible CUHK MMCDG website. Please extract from Part I the relevant            
information to facilitate the compilation of the publicly accessible website and reports. 

 

1. Keywords  

Please provide five keywords (in the order of most relevant to your project to least relevant)                
to describe your micro-modules/pedagogies adopted.  

(Most relevant) Keyword 1: Virtual Field Trip  

Keyword 2: Rocks and Minerals Gallery 

Keyword 3: Geological 

Keyword 4: Volcanoes 
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(Least relevant) Keyword 5: Earth System Science 

2. Summary  

Please provide information, if any, in the following tables, and provide the details in Part I.  

Table 1: Publicly accessible online resources (if any)  

(a) Project website:  

If a publicly accessible project website has been constructed, please provide the URL.  

A platform with all ESSC e-learning materials: 
https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home 
 
Note: 
Rocks and Minerals Gallery, Virtual Geological Field Trip and KEEP courses           
Petrology and Geology are partly supported by this fund. 
 
 
Rocks and Minerals Gallery: 
https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home/rocks-minerals 
 
Virtual Geological Field Trip (educational videos): 
https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home/video-resource 
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(b) Webpage(s):  

If information of your project is summarized in a webpage (say a page in the department’s or                 
faculty’s website), please provide the URL(s) here. 

We have already setup a elearning resource website, therefore we don’t have a             
web-page in the department’s website. However, people visiting this web-page can           
go to ESSC official website by clicking the button at the right hand corner of the                
Home Page. 
 
(c) Tools / Services: 

If you have used any tools or services for the project, please provide names of the tools or                  
services in here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kahoot QnA mini game carried out in class session: 

 
(d) Pedagogical Uses:  

If any flipped classroom activities have been conducted, please provide information in here.             
If relevant, please indicate how your project output can be used to support flipped classroom               
activities. 
Flipped Classroom: 
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(c) Others (please specify):  

KEEP courses (https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home/keep-courses)  

(1) Petrology 
(2) Volcanoes 
(3) HK Geology 
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Table 2: Resources accessible to a target group of students (if any) 

If resources (e.g. software) have been developed for a target group of students (e.g. in a                
course, in a department) to gain access through specific platforms (e.g. Blackboard,            
facebook), please specify.  

Course Code/ 
Target Students 

Term & Year of 
offering 

Approximate No. 
of students 

Platform 

  Eg1. DEPTXXXX   1st term 2015      50     Blackboard 

 Eg2: Dept of xxxx   All 1st year students      40      facebook 

    

 
Table 3: Presentation (if any)  

Please classify each of the (oral/poster) presentations into one and 
only one of the following categories 

    Number  

(a) In workshop/retreat within your unit (e.g. department, faculty) Please insert no 

(b) In workshop/retreat organized for CUHK teachers (e.g. CLEAR Please insert no 
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workshop, workshop organized by other CUHK units)  

(c) In CUHK ExPo jointly organized by CLEAR and ITSC 2 poster presentations 

1 oral presentation 

(d) In any other event held in HK (e.g. UGC symposium, talks 
delivered to units of other institutions) 

One 10-min sharing   
session with EdUHK   
and HKBU 

(e) In international conference Please insert no 

(f) Others (please specify) Please insert no 

 

Table 4: Publication (if any)  

Please classify each piece of publication into one and only one of 
the following categories 

    Number  

(a) Project CD/DVD Please insert no 

(b) Project leaflet     Please insert no  

(c) Project booklet  Please insert no 

(d) A section/chapter in a booklet/ book distributed to a limited 
group of audience 

Please insert no 

(e) Conference proceeding  Please insert no 

(f) A chapter in a book accessible internationally Please insert no 

(g) A paper in a referred journal  Please insert no 

(h) Others (please specify)  Please insert no 

 

3. A one-page brief write up 

Please provide a one-page brief write-up of no more than 500 words and a short video.  

 
Nowadays, development of pedagogy changes fast with advanced technology.         
Online interactive micro-modules are believed to be the future trend of learning. At             
the same time, this could enhance students’ self-study in addition to traditional            
classroom teaching. With the support of Micro-Module Courseware Development         
Grant, we have finished FOUR intensive micro-modules, including “Rocks and          
Minerals Gallery”, “Virtual Geological Field Trip (Hong Kong)”, “Virtual Geological          
Field Trip (Taiwan)” and three KEEP courses.  
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(1) “Rocks and Minerals Galley” serves as a database that contains high quality            

photos of the rock and mineral samples in our unit’s laboratory Science Center             

331, with annotation. Students, as well as the general public, can access to the              

materials by visiting the website:     

https://cuhkesscelearn.wixsite.com/home/rocks-minerals. Together with the    

“Rocks and Minerals Gallery” as the teaching guide, students can gain more            

hands-on experience of the skills when they visit the laboratory. 

(2) Virtual Geological Field Trip (Hong Kong) displays 32 educational videos of 5            

geologically interesting destinations in Hong Kong. 

(3) Virtual Geological Field Trip (Taiwan) displays 18 educational videos of          

Taiwan’s geologically interesting destinations from the north to the south of the            

island. 

(4) Three KEEP courses, namely “Petrology”, “Volcanoes” and “HK Geology”, are          

designed to enhance self-study. The contents of the KEEP courses align with the             

educational videos, Rocks and Minerals Gallery and ESSC programme courses.          

Students enrolling particular ESSC programme courses can log into the          

respective KEEP courses to test their understanding of related topics.  

Beside, Kahoot QnA mini game and a Flipped Classroom are designed to facilitate 
learning and discussion both in and outside classroom. 
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